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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Precipitates  in  an  Mg–3.6Gd–2.8Nd–0.6Zn–0.4Zr  (wt.%)  alloy  aged  for times  up  to  70  h  at 200 ◦C  have
been  characterised  using  transmission  electron  microscopy  and  atom  probe  tomography.  The precipitate
phases  known  as �′′, �′ and  �1 occur  during  this  ageing.  The  solute  elements  Nd,  Zn  and Gd partition
significantly  into  these  precipitates.  The  enhanced  ageing  hardening  response  after  aged  70  h is  mainly
attributed  to  the precipitation  of  �′ and  �1 with  a number  density  by  a factor  of  10  less than  that  of  �′′

and  �′ precipitates  formed  after 3 h  ageing.
Crown Copyright ©  2011 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Magnesium alloys are attractive due to their specific strength,
providing potential for weight reduction in automotive and
aerospace applications [1,2]. The Mg–Nd based alloys such as ZM-
6 in China and ML10 in Russia exhibit a strong age hardening
response and have been used in various structural airframe com-
ponents. However, the high temperature mechanical properties of
these and other Mg–Nd based alloys are inadequate for technologi-
cal applications above temperatures of 250 ◦C. The development of
Mg  alloys for these higher temperature applications remains a sig-
nificant research target for the international materials community
[3–18] and this is also the general subject of this contribution.

Heavy rare earth (HRE) elements such as Nd, Gd, Y, Dy, Er, Sc, Tb
and Sm,  have been used widely to improve the mechanical proper-
ties of Mg  alloys at both room and elevated temperatures [3–12].
Indeed, most high-strength Mg  alloys such as WE54/43 and QE22
contain HRE elements. The level of alloying addition of the HRE ele-
ments is a critical concern in alloy development and design because
of both material costs and the desire to have the alloy as light as
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possible. This has driven significant research in recent times: (e.g.)
Nie at al. [17] have demonstrated that small additions of Zn stim-
ulate an age hardening response in Mg–Gd alloys that possess Gd
contents that are below the level ordinarily associated with a sig-
nificant ageing response. Moreover, combined additions of Gd with
Zn to Mg–Nd alloys have been reported to improve the mechani-
cal properties of the alloys, particularly at elevated temperatures
[11,12]. It is expected that the improvement of mechanical prop-
erties of these Mg–Gd–Nd–Zn alloys should be correlated to the
precipitates microstructures formed during ageing treatment. To
date, there is a lack of detailed investigations to reveal the evolu-
tion of precipitates microstructure and the partitioning of solutes
during ageing these alloys.

In this paper, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
atom probe tomography (APT) have been employed to char-
acterise precipitates microstructures formed during ageing a
quinary Mg–3.6Gd–2.8Nd–0.6Zn–0.4Zr (wt.%) alloy. Quantitative
APT analysis aims to reveal the partitioning behaviour of solutes.
Comprehensive structural information obtained from a combina-
tion of TEM and APT characterisations will help to elucidate the
precipitation reactions and to understand the nanostructure pro-
viding hardening effect in the alloy.

2. Experimental procedures

The Mg–3.6Gd–2.8Nd–0.6Zn–0.4Zr (wt.%) alloy was  prepared
from pure Mg  (99.9%), Zn (99.9%), Nd (99.9%), Mg–28Gd and
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Fig. 1. Age hardening response of Mg–3.6Gd–2.8Nd–0.6Zn–0.4Zr (wt.%) alloy aged
at  200 ◦C. For comparison, the result of the Gd-free alloy is also included.

Mg–33Zr (wt.%) master alloys in an electric resistance furnace
under the protection of an anti-oxidizing flux, and then cast into
a sand mould. Solution treatment was performed in a salt bath at
520 ◦C for 18 h, followed by quenching into cold water and then
ageing in oil at 200 ◦C for up to 100 h. Vickers hardness testing
was performed using a LECO Hardness Tester (LV700AT) with 10 N
load and 15 s dwell time. Each data point reported in Fig. 1 repre-
sents an average of at least 10 measurements. The foil specimens
for TEM were prepared by twin jet electro-polishing in a solu-
tion of 25% HClO4 and 75% methanol cooled down to −40 ◦C with
a voltage of 20 V, and then using low energy beam ion thinning
for surface cleanness. TEM examinations were performed using a
CM12 operating at 120 kV and a JEOL-3000F operating at 300 kV.
The samples for atom probe analysis were cut and mechanically
ground to square rods of approximately 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm  × 15 mm,
and then sharpened by micro-electro-polishing. APT analyses were
performed using an Imago LEAPTM 3000 operating at a specimen
temperature of 20 K, 20% pulse fraction and under ultrahigh vac-
uum conditions.

Atom probe data sets were carefully reconstructed using
an approach outlined recently by Gault and co-workers [19].
The maximum separation algorithm was employed to identify
solute-rich precipitates and the concentration of the matrix was
measured after removing identified precipitates [20,21].  Nd, Gd
and Zn were selected as precipitation solutes and a separation
distance of 0.8 nm and the minimum size of 15 solute atoms
were used in the precipitate identification [22]. A selection box
analysis method was used to measure precipitate composition.
Such methods can convolute non-systematic errors where irreg-
ular morphologies are involved. Selection box methods also tend
to minimise the influence of ion trajectory overlaps that can
occur in multi-component systems such as here, where elements
with widely varying evaporative fields are involved. The aver-
age composition of precipitates was measured from their central
2 nm region.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Age hardening response of the Mg–Gd–Nd–Zn–Zr alloy

Fig. 1 reveals the age hardening response of the quinary
Mg–3.6Gd–2.8Nd–0.6Zn–0.4Zr (wt.%) alloy. For comparison, the
result of the Gd-free alloy is also included. It is clear that the
age hardening response of the alloy containing 3.6 wt% Gd is
higher than that of Gd-free alloy. It should be noted that the

hardness of the quinary alloy increased quickly during the first
1.5 h at 200 ◦C, with a hardness increase from 65 HV of an as-
quenched sample to 85 HV of a sample aged for 1.5 h. The
20 HV hardness increment is equivalent to 30% of the initial
hardness of the as-quenched sample. This fast age-hardening
response can be directly correlated to the stronger partitioning
of Nd in Mg–Nd based alloys [13]. Then it reached a plateau-like
range before reaching peak hardness after 70 h. Further ageing
led to over-ageing and a progressive decrease in hardness. On
the basis of these results, the samples aged at 0 h (as-quench),
3 h, 14 h and 70 h were selected for TEM observation and APT
analysis.

3.2. TEM characterisation of precipitates in the
Mg–Gd–Nd–Zn–Zr alloy

Fig. 2 shows a typical bright field (BF) TEM image and the cor-
responding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern and
energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectra taken from the as-quench
Mg–3.6Gd–2.8Nd–0.6Zn–0.4Zr (wt.%) alloy. Only some particles
containing Zr (Fig. 2c) are rarely distributed in the �-Mg  matrix.
No other precipitates are present in the microstructure (Fig. 2a
and b). These Zr particles were believed to play an important
role in the grain refinement of Mg  alloy, but have no great effect
on the precipitation strengthening due to their sparse distribu-
tion.

Fig. 3 shows a series of representative [0 1 1 0]Mg BF TEM images
and the corresponding SAED patterns of samples aged at 200 ◦C for
3 h, 14 h and 70 h. Notwithstanding the well-known difficulties in
achieving large, uniformly thin regions of foil in Mg  alloys contain-
ing multiple HREs, this microscopy confirms the presence of a fine
and uniform dispersion of precipitates in all of these ageing con-
ditions. After ageing for 3 h, the SAED pattern in [0 1 1 0]Mg zone
axis of the Mg  matrix, as shown in Fig. 3b, was observed contain-
ing the weak diffraction streaks at 1/2(2 1 1 0)Mg and 1/2(2 1 1 4)Mg
(marked with a white arrow), indicating that �′′ precipitates formed
in the alloy. The �′′ phase possesses a DO19 crystal structure with
a hexagonal unit cell of a = b = 0.64 nm and c = 0.52 nm [8] and it
was reported to have a stoichiometry Mg3X [10]. The �′′ precipi-
tates have a general habit plane parallel to {2 1 1 0}Mg. In addition
to those weak diffraction streaks of �′′ precipitates, the extremely
weak diffraction of �′ precipitates at 1/2(2 1 1 2)Mg, marked with a
black arrow in Fig. 3b, was  observed in the [0 1 1 0]Mg SAED pattern.
This suggests that a low number density of �′ precipitates co-exist
with the more numerous �′′ precipitates at this stage of ageing. The
�′ phase is known to have a base-centred orthorhombic unit cell
a = 0.640 nm,  b = 2.223 nm,  c = 0.521 nm [8] and stoichiometry Mg5X
[10].

After ageing for 14 h, diffraction intensity at 1/2(2 1 1 2)Mg was
stronger in the [0 1 1 0]Mg SAED patterns (marked with a black
arrow in Fig. 3d), suggesting that more �′ precipitates formed.
After ageing for 70 h, a weak diffraction spot clearly adjacent to
1/2(2 1 1 0)Mg, as marked with a black box in Fig. 3f, indicates
the presence of �1 in the microstructure. This phase possesses a
face-centred cubic unit cell with a = 0.72 nm and stoichiometry of
Mg3X [6,8,10]. The orientation relationships between the precipi-
tates such as �′′, �′, �1 and the matrix are in agreement with those
reported previously [6,8,10]. Thus, the precipitation sequence in
this quinary Mg  alloy during ageing is supersaturated solid solution
(SSSS) → �′′ (D019) → �′ (bco) → �1 (fcc). � phase (a face-centred
cubic unit cell with a = 2.223 nm and stoichiometry of Mg3X [6]) has
been considered to the equilibrium phase in the alloy, it may  even-
tually precipitate, although it was not observed over 70 h ageing at
200 ◦C.
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Fig. 2. TEM bright field image (a), corresponding SAED pattern (b) and EDX analysis (c) taken from the as-quench Mg–3.6Gd–2.8Nd–0.6Zn–0.4Zr (wt.%) alloy.

3.3. APT characterisation of precipitates in the Mg–Gd–Nd–Zn–Zr
alloy

Fig. 4 provides a series of three-dimensional atom maps
recorded from atom probe experiments on specimens of the
Mg–3.6Gd–2.8Nd–0.6Zn–0.4Zr (wt.%) alloy after ageing at 200 ◦C
for (a) 3 h (b) 14 h and (c) 70 h. It is clear that all three of the main
solute elements, Nd, Gd and Zn were directly imaged within the
precipitates. Using the zone lines and poles observed from the field
desorption image available in atom probe microscopy, the view
directions of the tomograms provided can be specifically defined,
e.g. the view direction of images in Fig. 4a–c is [0 0 0 1]Mg. By exam-
ining a small regime marked with white solid lines in Fig. 4a at a
high magnification, atomic planes (0 1 1 0)Mg and (0 1 1 1)Mg were
clearly resolved in Figs. 5a and b. Three elongated precipitates are
present in the small volume. A platelet precipitate habiting on
{0 1 1 0}Mg is probably �′. This suggestion is consistent with the
habit plane {0 1 1 0}Mg of �′ in Mg  alloys reported in literatures
[16,18]. A rod precipitate habiting on {2 1 1 0}Mg only separated by
one or two atomic planes from the �′ platelet may  be identified as
�′′, as seen in Fig. 5b. By examining the precipitates from different
view directions, we found that most precipitates were elongated
with their longitudinal axis parallel to [0 0 0 1]Mg. This observation
is in agreement with previous TEM observations for �′′, �′ and �1
[6,10].

From the [0 0 0 1]Mg view direction, the size of large precipitates
was found to increase with ageing time (Fig. 4), which is not easy to
see from the whole analysed volume due to the overlap of the high
number density of precipitates (Fig. 4b). Most of the precipitates

formed between 3 h and 70 h ageing have elongated morphology
along [0 0 0 1]Mg, which are effective obstacles to basal slip [23]. It
is also noteworthy that the number density of precipitates appears
to be highest in the sample aged 3 h and that this progressively
decreases when compared to the number densities of precipitates
after ageing for 14 h and 70 h. Our analysis of total number density
reveals that there are less precipitates by a factor of 10 in the sam-
ple aged 70 h at 200 ◦C compared to the sample aged 3 h and yet the
hardness is 10% higher in the 70 h sample. The decrease in precipi-
tate number density is in contrast to an increase in hardness with
increasing ageing time from 3 h to 70 h, probably implying that the
different precipitates formed under different ageing time had the
different potency in producing strengthening effect. Given that the
formation of more �′ and �1 precipitates with the increase of ageing
time as revealed by TEM characterisation described previously, we
can conclude that the �′ and �1 are more potent hardening obsta-
cles than the �′′ phase in the alloy. Interestingly, similar conclusion
has been drawn in a few other Mg–RE alloys including WE54 alloy
aged at 250 ◦C [6] and Mg–2.0Gd–1.2Y–1.0Zn–0.2Zr (at.%) alloy
aged at 225 ◦C [10], where the peak-aged microstructure contains
predominantly the �′ and �1 phases.

The average compositions of large precipitates formed at dif-
ferent ageing time are shown in Fig. 6a. Since APT chemical
composition analysis indicated that solute concentration increase
with precipitate size, and TEM SAED analysis confirmed the co-
existence of �′ ′ and �′, �′ and �1 in different ageing conditions, it
is reasonable to assume here that large precipitate measured at 3 h
should be corresponding to �′, and large high-solute-concentration
precipitates observed at 70 h correspond to �1. The Gd concentra-
tion within the large precipitates was effectively unchanged during
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Fig. 3. [0 1 1 0]Mg bright field TEM images and corresponding SAED patterns from the microstructure of Mg–3.6Gd–2.8Nd–0.6Zn–0.4Zr (wt.%) alloy samples aged at 200 ◦C
for  various times: (a and b) 3 h, (c and d) 14 h and (e and f) 70 h.

Fig. 4. Combined atom maps of Nd (red), Gd (blue) and Zn (green) obtained from Mg–3.6Gd–2.8Nd–0.6Zn–0.4Zr (wt.%) alloy samples aged at 200 ◦C for (a) 3 h, (b)14 h and
(c)  70 h, in a view direction close to the [0 0 0 1]Mg zone axis. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
the  article.)
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Fig. 5. High resolution images of a small region (as marked with white solid lines in Fig. 3a) obtained from Mg–3.6Gd–2.8Nd–0.6Zn–0.4Zr (wt.%) alloy samples aged at 200 ◦C
for  3 h, in view directions close to [2 1 1 0]Mg (a) and [0 0 0 1]Mg (b) zone axes respectively.

Fig. 6. Solute concentrations of large precipitates (a) and matrix (b) in Mg–3.6Gd–2.8Nd–0.6Zn–0.4Zr (wt.%) alloy samples aged at 200 ◦C from 3 h to 70 h.

70 h of ageing at 200 ◦C. However, the Zn and Nd concentrations
within the precipitates increased with increasing ageing time. The
Nd:Zn ratio of the precipitates was approximately 1.6:1 through-
out the ageing sequence examined here, which is similar to, though
slightly less than the 2:1 ratio reported from TEM-based energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) microanalysis of �′ precipi-
tates in a similar alloy [16]. The precipitates were richest in Nd of
all solutes and the concentration of this element increased from
∼11 to ∼15 at.% during ageing. This is also close to the average
composition of 15 at.% measured by EDXS [16]. A combined con-
centration of Mg  and Zn is 84 at.%, and a combined concentration
of Nd and Gd is 16 at.% in large precipitates (likely �′) formed after
ageing for 3 h. This gives the large precipitates with a stoichimetry
of (Mg, Zn)5(Nd, Gd). The stoichimetry is consistent with �′ having
Mg5Nd reported in binary Mg–Nd alloy [13]. In contrast, the com-
position of the large precipitates formed after ageing for 70 h that
were thought to be �1 phase on the basis of the SAED analysis, Fig. 3,
gives (Mg, Zn)4(Nd, Gd). This is in contrast with Mg3X proposed by
previous research [6,8,10]. Further APT investigation is necessary
to measure the chemistry of �1 in over-aged sample. It has been
reported that the precipitates formed in binary Mg–Nd alloys pos-
sess a range of compositions from Mg5Nd to Mg9Nd [16,18].  We
conclude that the transformations from �′′ to �′ and �1 are related
to further enrichment of Nd, Zn and Gd solutes in the precipitates.
The solute concentrations in the matrix decreased during ageing at
200 ◦C from 3 h to 70 h, as indicated in Fig. 6b. These results indicate
that significant solutes have partitioned into the precipitates. The
low concentrations of Nd, Gd and Zn measured in the matrix after
ageing for 70 h indicate that the equilibrium solubility of Nd should
be less than 0.13 at.% in this Mg  alloy and that the solubility of Gd
should be lower than 0.23 at.%. This may  explain why Gd does not
seem to partition into any of the �′′, �′, or �1 precipitates phases
observed in these low Gd content alloys [16].

4. Conclusion

The precipitate sequence in the Mg–3.6Gd–2.8Nd–0.6Zn–0.4Zr
(wt.%) alloy during ageing at 200 ◦C over 70 h is �′′ → �′ → �1. The
precipitates have a lamella-like morphology with a longitudinal
axis parallel to [0 0 0 1]Mg. The solute elements Nd, Zn and Gd par-
tition significantly into the precipitates (�′′, �′ and �1). The peak
hardness at 70 h is in coincidence with a low number density of pre-
cipitates (�′ and �1) in the microstructure of the alloy but with a
high fraction of the total solutes associated with precipitation. The
enhanced ageing hardening response after aged 70 h was mainly
attributed to the precipitation of �′ and �1 precipitates with a num-
ber density by a factor of 10 less than that of �′′ and �′ precipitates
formed after 3 h ageing.
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